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A PRELIMINARY MISSION STUDY FOR CHARACTERIZING APOPHIS

Abstract

Apophis is a Potential Hazardous Asteroid, hence it must be watched closely and its physical properties
should be well characterized. The passage of Apophis close to the Earth in 2029 offers a great opportunity
to better characterize this object. The Apophis 2029 mission is studied by CNES in this purpose, and
would greatly help to choose and size a reliable future mitigation mission if it becomes mandatory in the
future. No mission so far has made a dedicated investigation of asteroid interior using seismic or radar
sounding techniques. Two European missions already use radar techniques; MarsExpress uses MARSIS as
orbital radar for Mars subsurface sounding and Rosetta implements bi-static radar CONSERT to sound
the comet Churyumov-Gerasimenko in 2014. Planetary interior probing using seismology is implemented
in the InSight mission with the help of the European SEIS seismometer, which includes short period
geophones. This technique was also implemented in the ALSEP experiments in several Apollo missions
on the Moon in the early seventies. Nowadays and relying on this background, a new generation of
instruments using these two techniques should be very efficient for Apophis sounding. An instrument
such as ASSERT, ASteroid Sounding Experiment by Radiowave Transmission between on board and
on asteroid ground antennas, provides real internal tomography sections. Two or three micro stations,
containing short period geophones coupled with accelerometers are foreseen for seismologic sounding.
Natural or external excitations, such as micro-meteoritic flux, thermo-elastic cracks, gravity gradient
tidal effects or artificial explosions, may allow multi layers sounding using respectively cross correlation
technique and direct deep waves speed measurements. Of course, if the internal and subsurface sounding is
the motivation of the Apophis 2029 mission, the surface study is also mandatory and will also be studied.
An additional goal of such a mission is to leave an emitter or reflectors, allowing tracking accurately the
asteroid during several decades for trajectory propagation correction purpose.

In regard to the important societal and scientific issue, a broad board of scientists, instrumentalists
and representatives of European policy, drives this technical CNES study. Such a mission is basically
aimed at being an international one. Similarly, it has to be seen both as a demonstrative mission and as
an operational mission preparing a possible future Apophis mitigating mission. Therefore, CNES study
covers a full range of scenarios with the aim to highlight all the critical aspects to be deeply investigated
afterwards.
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